More Tips for Room Selection

- **Have a plan A, plan B, plan C.** Unless you are a super senior, there’s a chance you might not get the room everyone else wants.

- **Current first years** - if you want to go into a suite, make sure you have a plan for a suite **AND** a plan for if no suites are available. A group that goes into room selection with agreed upon alternate plans can pick quickly without all the stress of frantic last second planning!

- Rooms in suites can be chosen by people who aren’t in groups of 4 or 7 (for Harford). **Priority isn’t given to full groups, it’s given to class standing.**

- **Because all of our suites can be mixed gender, anyone can choose a spot into a suite.** Sometimes this means a student might pick a suite without meaning to create a mixed gender suite. Pick the room anyway! Using the waitlists, any issues like that get worked out over the summer.

- **If you are picking on your own, and you pick a single in a suite: expect to be consolidated.** You will still be assigned to a suite style single but you may be moved to consolidate into another suite. This allows us to then meet group requests.

- **Western Shore is for juniors and seniors only.** Groups cannot pull in sophomores or incoming first years. If the software checks fail and one is pulled in by accident, they will be re-assigned out of Western Shore by staff.

- **Be honest with people if you don’t want to live with them.** If they get bumped out of a group or roommate pair without their knowledge and ask Reslife staff why/what happened, they will be directed to you/group for an answer.

There’s a lot of consolidating and switching around during the summer to solve issues and fulfill requests. Don’t Panic!